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DESCRIPTION 

This project would complete the Metropolitan Branch Trail from the District of Columbia to the Silver 
Spring Transit Center. It would: 

 Construct the remaining missing segment of the Metropolitan Branch Trail in Montgomery 
County (New York Ave to Ripley Street) 

 Construct a new underpass beneath Burlington Avenue 

 Construct a new trail bridge over Georgia Avenue 
 
Applicant: Montgomery County Department of Transportation 
 
SUMMARY 

Major issues for this mandatory referral include: 

 Trail alignment and crossings at the Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station 

 A trail width that is appropriate for the likely demand 

Staff recommends approval with comments on the Mandatory Referral for the Metropolitan Branch 

Trail Phase 1 and 2.  

COMMENTS 

Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station 

1. Improve the proposed alignment around the B&O Station by: 

a. Reducing vehicular traffic crossing the trail and most importantly limiting vehicles 

backing up across the trail.  

b. Providing a raised trail crossing if vehicles are permitted to cross the trail. Warning signs 

and pavements markings, such as green thermoplastic, should also be provided. 

c. Creating a formal entranceway to the B&O Station parking lot to make motorists aware 

that the trail bifurcates two parking lots that serve the station. 
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d. Eliminating the short tangent section between the back-to-back curves in the horizontal 

alignment at Station 113+03. 

e. Straightening out the “s” curve at Station 115+00 to provide a smoother transition. 

f. Adding transverse pavement markings / warning signs to prepare bicyclists for the turns. 

g. Providing adequate lighting to ensure that trail users and motorists can negotiate the 

curves and trail crossing. 

2. Continue working toward a memorandum of agreement with appropriate mitigation, easement 

approval, and issuance of a Historic Area Work Permit for the alignment under consideration in 

Mandatory Referral No. MR2016021. 

Trail Width 

3. Widen the trail from 10 feet to a minimum of 11 feet with 1 to 2-foot-wide shoulders: 

a. Along the CSX tracks between Ripley Street and the B&O Station (Station 105+08 to 

Station 112+79). 

b. Along Selim Road (Station 118+28 to Station 123+04). 

c. Along the CSX tracks between the Burlington Ave underpass and King Street (Station 

126+00 to 128+70). 

Trail Crossings 

4. Consider using colored concrete or green thermoplastic at the driveway crossings on Fenton 

Street and King Street to convey that trail users have the right-of-way over motorists entering 

and exiting the parking garage. 

5. Install signs at exits to the parking garage that warn motorists to watch for bicyclists on the trail. 

Trail Lighting 

6. Provide continuous lighting along the Metropolitan Branch Trail – including the proposed 

Georgia Avenue bridge – that is consistent with the American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) standards. 

Security 

7. Coordinate with the Department of Permitting Services Office of the Fire Marshal to determine 

how emergency responders can best locate trail users who call 911 (Marie LaBaw, 240-773-

8917). 

8. Coordinate with the Montgomery County Department of Parks and the DDOT Active 

Transportation Branch (Jim Sebastian, 202-671-2331) to understand the challenges that the 

District of Columbia has encountered with regard to trail security. 

Data Collection 

9. Install bicycle counters in at least two places on the Metropolitan Branch Trail, including a 

location northwest of Georgia Ave where trail use is likely to be the highest due to the proximity 

to transit and Downtown Silver Spring. 
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Coordination with the District of Columbia 

10. Coordinate with the District of Columbia to identify and install mile markers and include a trail 

wayfinding plan along the entire trail in Montgomery County (including existing segments) that 

utilizes the same signing precedent that the DDOT has implemented on the portions of the trail 

in the District of Columbia. 

Pavement Material 

11. Confirm that the portions of the trail that are proposed to be concrete will be saw cut rather 

than tooled, to provide a smoother ride. 

Fenton Street 

12. Consider converting the striped-out area in the roadway to a landscaped buffer to provide 

greater separation from traffic for trail users, less impervious surface, and more space to 

accommodate street trees. 

13. Reduce the parking row from 9 feet to 8 feet wide and widen the buffer between the trail and 

on-street parking by 1 foot.  

14. Provide curb ramps and crosswalks across Fenton Street at the intersections with King Street 

and Islington Street to facilitate pedestrian travel. 

15. At the intersection of King Street and Fenton Street, improve the opposite/ corresponding curb 

ramps to tie-in to the new project 

16. Provide a smooth transition between the trail on the south side of King Street and the crosswalk 

across King Street at Fenton Street.  

Burlington Avenue Underpass 

17. Consider adding curb and gutter on the west side of the Burlington Avenue underpass to further 

reduce potential icing in the underpass. 

Burlington Avenue 

18. In addition to repaving the bridge over Burlington Avenue, reconstruct the deteriorating 

sidewalks on the bridge and evaluate whether this project can facilitate implementation of the 

Silver Spring separated bike lane network on Burlington Avenue. 

Selim Road 

19. At the proposed midblock crossing on Selim Road, consider locating the crosswalk in the middle 

of the parking space and converting the parking space to a curb extension to prevent motorists 

from parking in the crosswalk. In addition, flare the ramp to the trail for easier access. 

20. Install a traffic-worthy barrier at the top of the retaining wall along Selim Road where the trail 

drops below grade. In addition, if the fence between the tracks and the trail is less than 2 feet 

from the trail, the fence should be a smooth surface in the event that bicyclists strike it. 

21. Consider changing the typical section on Selim Road to a 17-foot-wide traffic lane and an 8-foot-

wide parking lane to encourage motorists to park close to the curb. 
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22. Consider depressing the sidewalk and aprons between Station 507+00 and 509+00 to reduce the 

effort needed by disabled persons to traverse the sidewalk. If the sidewalk is depressed for a 

long length, bollards should be added to deter vehicles from parking on the sidewalk. 

23. Consider providing a sidewalk connection to the path at Station 117+60.  

B&O Station area 

24. Provide tree protection measures to save the 28" tree on Georgia Avenue at the B&O Station. 

General Comments 

25. Corresponding sidewalk ramps should be shown on the opposite side of the street and 

upgraded, as needed, to achieve ADA compliance. Several ramps currently do not have 

detectable warning surfaces. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Metropolitan Branch Trail is an 9-mile off-road shared use path that will ultimately connect Union 

Station in the District of Columbia to the Silver Spring Transit Center. It will generally parallel the 

CSXT/WMATA tracks and have a limited number of crossings by motor vehicles, facilitating a trail 

experience that is suitable to people of all ages and bicycling abilities. The trail will serve both 

recreational and transportation functions, providing direct access to Downtown Silver Spring, the 

Metrorail Red Line, MTA MARC service and the future Purple Line stations, and will form part of a 27-

mile loop (in combination with the Capital Crescent Trail) between Union Station and Georgetown in the 

District of Columbia. Other important destinations within Montgomery County include Montgomery 

College and the City of Takoma Park. 

The trail is in various stages of completion in Montgomery County and the District of Columbia. In 

Montgomery County the last remaining segments include New York Avenue to the end of King Street 

(Phase 1 of this Mandatory Referral) and King Street to Ripley Street (Phase 2 of this Mandatory 

Referral). A summary of the entire project in both the District of Columbia and Montgomery County is 

provided below. 

The next few pages show existing conditions along Phase 1 and 2 of the project, from Montgomery 

College at New York Avenue to Ripley Street just south of the Silver Spring Transit Center. 
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Status of the Metropolitan Branch Trail 

Location Jurisdiction 
Length 
(miles) 

Status 

Union Station to Bates Road 

District of 
Columbia 

5.00  Complete 

Bates Road to Fort Totten Metro Station 0.60 
 30% design complete 

 Construction to begin 2017 

Fort Totten Metro Station to DC Line 2.10  30% design to be completed summer 2016 

DC Line to New York Ave 

Montgomery 
County 

0.50  Complete 

New York Ave to End of King Street 0.20 
 Phase 1 subject of Mandatory Referral 

 Construction to begin June 2016 

 Construction to end September 2016 

End of King Street to Progress Place site 0.40 
 Phase 2 subject of Mandatory Referral 

 Construction to begin November 2017 

 Construction to end November 2019 

Along Progress Place site 0.05 
 Phase 2 subject of Mandatory Referral 

 Construction to begin upon completion of 
Progress Place (now under construction) 

Along Ripley II site 0.05 
 Phase 2 

 Construct schedule dictated by completion 
of Ripley II development 

Ripley II site to Silver Spring Transit Center 0.10  Complete 

Total 
 

9.00 
 5.6 miles complete 

 3.4 miles in various stages of design 
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The alignment of the Metropolitan Branch Trail 
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Phase 1 

Phase 1 of the project would construct a 12-foot-wide trail that starts at the end of the existing trail on 

the west side of Fenton Street at Montgomery College.  

 
A view looking northwest of the existing Metropolitan Branch Trail on the west (left) side of Fenton Street. 

Heading northwest, the trail travels along the west side of Fenton Street, passing an Extra Space Storage 

facility and the Montgomery College parking garage. 

 
The Metropolitan Branch Trail will travel along the west (left) side of Fenton Street. 
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The trail will turn left onto King Street and travels a short distance to the end of the block. 

 
A view of King Street looking west. The Metropolitan Branch Trail will travel along the south (left) side of the road. 

Phase 2 

Phase 2 of the project consists of a 10-foot-wide trail that starts at the end of King Street, turns right and 

travels along the CSXT/WMATA tracks, behind the wood fence. 

 
A view of the end of King Street. 
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The trail will travel beneath Burlington Avenue in a new underpass and emerge on Selim Road. 

 
View looking southeast. The proposed location of the new underpass will be located beneath Burlington Avenue in the grassy 

area between Selim Road (left) and the CSXT/WMATA tracks (right). 

The trail will travel along the west side of Selim Road. While MCDOT has worked to reduce the number 

of on-street parking spaces that will be removed, 10 metered parking spaces on the east side of Selim 

Road next to the auto repair business will be eliminated to accommodate the trail. 

 
A view looking northwest on Selim Road. The trail will be located on the west (left) side of the road. 
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The trail will cross Georgia Avenue on a new bridge to the north (right) of the existing CSXT/WMATA 

tracks and a pedestrian bridge. 

 
A view of the existing CSXT/WMATA tracks looking northwest toward the B&O Station. 

The trail will travel around the historic Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station, reducing the number of 

parking spaces from 13 head-in spaces to 5 parallel parking spaces. To the north of the B&O Station, the 

trail will continue between the CSXT/WMATA tracks on the west (left) side and the new Progress Place 

building on the east (right) side. 

 
View looking northwest of the historic Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station with the new Progress Place in the background 

wrapped in green Tyvek. 
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The segment of the trail along the new Progress Place will be constructed once construction of the 

building is completed by Washington Property Company. The segment along Ripley II will be constructed 

as part of Phase II of this project after completion of the residential building.  

 
A view looking northwest toward Ripley Street. 

MASTER PLAN GUIDANCE 

The Metropolitan Branch Trail is a recommended shared use path in the 2000 Silver Spring Central 

Business District (CBD) Sector Plan and the 2005 Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan. The trail 

is recommended to travel largely along the CSXT/WMATA tracks, with a short diversion from the tracks 

between New York Avenue and King Street. The 2000 Silver Spring CBD Sector Plan recommends grade 

separate crossings at Burlington Avenue and Georgia Avenue. It also indicates on page 101 (see 

Attachment A) that while it is desirable for the trail to travel through the CSX site (aka the historic B&O 

Railroad Station site), “site constrain[t]s may necessitate a different configuration.”  

The Metropolitan Branch Trail is substantially consistent with approved and adopted master plans. 

BACKGROUND 

The Facility Plan for the Capital Crescent & Metropolitan Branch Trail, prepared by the Maryland-

National Capital Parking and Planning Commission in 2001, was the first comprehensive study of the 

trail. It identified the preferred trail alignment from the DC Line to the Silver Spring Transit Center, 

running the trail parallel to the tracks, crossing Georgia Avenue on a new bridge and passing under 

Burlington Avenue in a new underpass. The plan noted (see Attachment B) that at the B&O Station “two 

options are possible for the trail: proceeding under the station canopy and connecting with the landing 

area for the new span over Georgia Avenue or proceeding around the north side of the station.” 
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In 2003 a division of the Montgomery County Department of Public Works and Transportation (DPWT), 

now the Montgomery County Department of Transportation (MCDOT), initiated a facility planning study 

for the Metropolitan Branch Trail. A mandatory referral was conducted for Phase 1 facility planning by 

the Planning Board on May 18, 2006 (see Attachment C). The Planning Board supported a new bridge 

over Georgia Avenue and a new underpass beneath Burlington Avenue. On June 26, 2006 the County 

Council Transportation & Environment (T&E) Committee reviewed the facility plan and concurred with 

the Planning Board’s recommendation (see Attachment D). 

STAFF ANALYSIS 

The extension of the Metropolitan Branch Trail, from Progress Place to New York Avenue, is one of the 

most important unbuilt master-planned bikeways in the County’s master plans. It will provide excellent 

connections between Silver Spring and the City of Takoma Park, and ultimately to Union Station in the 

District of Columbia once DDOT completes its remaining section. Combined with the Capital Crescent 

Trail, it will effectively form a loop through the District of Columbia via Bethesda. 

Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station 

There has been much discussion between the County, bicycling advocates, and Montgomery 

Preservation, Inc (MPI, the owner of the B&O Station) over the past 10 years regarding the alignment of 

the trail at the Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station. 

 
View looking south toward the Silver Spring B&O Station. 

Many bicycling advocates support the alignment along the CSXT/WMATA tracks underneath the B&O 

Station canopy, as this is the most direct route between a proposed new trail bridge over Georgia 

Avenue and the Silver Spring Transit Center. Bicycling advocates are concerned that a proposed 

alignment around the B&O Station, which includes two 90-degree turns and would have conflicts with 

parking vehicles, would diminish the quality of the trail. 
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Plan View of the Metropolitan Branch Trail at the B&O Station 

On the other hand, Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) and MPI are concerned that an alignment beneath 

the historic Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station overhang would have an adverse impact. MHT is charged 

with evaluating the Metropolitan Branch Trail’s impact on National Register-listed or -eligible properties 

pursuant to federal and state laws. MHT also holds a perpetual historic preservation easement on the 

property, which gives MHT the legal responsibility to protect the property from incompatible changes. In 

effect, MHT has the authority to deny a trail alignment that passes through the B&O Station easement 

area if it determines that the project would be inconsistent with the terms of the easement. 

 
Approximate location of the preservation easement area for the B&O Station 
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Because MHT holds a preservation easement on this property, the County’s Historic Preservation 

Ordinance requires that the County secure MHT approval of the project prior to applying for a Historic 

Area Work Permit. MHT’s correspondence with MCDOT makes clear the State Historic Preservation 

Office’s preference for the alignment around the station and that they would not look favorably on a 

trail alignment that travels beneath the B&O Station canopy (see Attachment E). While desirable from a 

trail alignment standpoint, staff does not see a way forward with the alignment under the canopy. 

Planning Department staff supports the ultimate construction of a high-quality trail, which will provide a 

new, safe transportation alternative, enabling many more people to view, enjoy, access, and benefit 

from the historic Silver Spring B&O Railroad Station, and which, if constructed sensitively, may enhance 

the station’s use and the viability of the historic resource. The proposed trail’s two 90-degree turns 

around the B&O Station are responding to the tradeoffs in a complex and built-up urban environment. 

While the trail alignment around the station is not preferred, it is functional. In fact, a section of the 

existing trail in the District of Columbia has had two sharp turns in close proximity to each other since 

2010 (though these turns may be eliminated in the next few years as part of a park improvement 

project). 

 
Two sharp turns in the District of Columbia Portion of the Metropolitan Branch Trail at R St NE 

Staff therefore recommends that MCDOT improve the proposed alignment around the B&O 

Station by: 

a. Reducing vehicular traffic crossing the trail and most importantly limiting vehicles backing 

up across the trail.  

b. Providing a raised trail crossing if vehicles are permitted to cross the trail. Warning signs 

and pavements markings, such as green thermoplastic, should also be provided. 

c. Creating a formal entranceway to the B&O Station parking lot to make motorists aware 

that the trail bifurcates two parking lots that serve the station. 
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d. Eliminating the short tangent section between the back-to-back curves in the horizontal 

alignment at Station 113+03. 

e. Straightening out the “s” curve at Station 115+00 to provide a smoother transition. 

f. Adding transverse pavement markings and warning signs to prepare bicyclists for the 

turns. 

g. Providing adequate lighting to ensure that trail users and motorists can negotiate the 

curves and trail crossing. 

Staff recommends continuing to work toward a memorandum of agreement with appropriate 

mitigation, easement approval, and issuance of a Historic Area Work Permit for the alignment under 

consideration in Mandatory Referral No. MR2016021. 

Park Impacts 

The project impacts a Commission property identified as Philadelphia Avenue Urban Park. This 0.19-acre 

property is the oldest park in Montgomery County, dating back to 1928. The property is improved with a 

county public parking lot with meters and other minor landscaping. Although the property is owned by 

M-NCPPC, the Montgomery County Department of Parks does not offer any recreational benefits to the 

community at this location. Therefore, the Department of Parks does not have any comments on the 

project’s impacts to this property. 

 
A view of the Philadelphia Avenue Urban Park looking toward Selim Road 

Potential Interim Alignment 

Based on the current project schedule, the Metropolitan Branch Trail from the DC Line to the northern 

edge of Progress Place will be complete by November 2019. Market conditions will in part dictate when 

the last 250-foot-long segment along the planned Ripley II development project (between the northern 

edge of Progress Place and the existing Solaire Silver Spring building) is complete, which may or may not 
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be by November 20191. MCDOT has considered a number of interim alignments for the trail in the event 

that the completion of Ripley II extends beyond 2019. The most viable conceptual interim trail option is 

along the western Georgia Avenue sidewalk between the B&O Train Station and Ripley Street.  

Improvements would need to be made to the sidewalk to accommodate the trail at this location.  

Location of Ripley II 

Trail Width 

While methods for anticipating trail usage are limited, the Metropolitan Branch Trail is likely to have a 

large number of pedestrians and bicyclists due to the proximity to the Silver Spring Transit Center, the 

MARC station, the Silver Spring Red Line station, the future Purple Line station, the connection to the 

future Capital Crescent Trail, and the proximity to Downtown Silver Spring and Montgomery College. 

While the typical width for a shared use path in Montgomery County is 10 feet, trails need to be wider in 

areas of high demand to avoid the congestion problems that degrade the user experience on other 

                                                           
1 The developers of Ripley II have submitted a preliminary plan and a site plan, which will likely we considered by 
the Planning Board in fall 2016.  
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popular trails in the region, including portions of the Capital Crescent Trail in Montgomery County, the 

Rock Creek Trail in the District of Columbia, the Mount Vernon Trail in Virginia, and the W&OD Trail in 

Virginia. In response to the need for a wider trail facility, Phase 1 of the project proposes a 12-foot-wide 

trail on Fenton Street and King Street. Phase 2 of the project proposes a trail width ranging from 8 feet 

(effective width) in the underpass to 10 feet typically between King Street and the Silver Spring Transit 

Center. The 2012 AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (page 5-3) has the following 

recommendation on trail width: 

“Wider pathways, 11 to 14 ft…are recommended in locations that are anticipated to serve 

a high percentage of pedestrians (30 percent or more of the total pathway volume) and 

high user volumes (more than 300 total users in the peak hour). Eleven foot…wide 

pathways are needed to enable a bicyclist to pass another path user going the same 

direction, at the same time a path user is approaching from the opposite direction."  

Precedents for a wider trail include the Capital Crescent Trail, which is planned to be 12 feet wide with 

two-foot-wide shoulders, and the Metropolitan Branch Trail is the NoMa area of the District of 

Columbia, which is 14 feet wide in sections. Therefore, we recommend that the trail be widened from 

10 feet to a minimum of 11 feet with 1 to 2-foot-wide shoulders: 

a. Along the CSX tracks between Ripley Street and the B&O Station (Station 105+08 to 

Station 112+79). Potential ways to accomplish this include a lot curb retaining wall or 

another short retaining wall on the track side of the trail. 

b. Along Selim Road (Station 118+28 to Station 123+04). One potential way to widen the 

trail is by narrowing the proposed landscape buffer from 6' - 5" (min) to 5’ – 5” (min), 

including the top of curb and brick pavers. 

c. Along the CSX tracks between the Burlington Ave underpass and King Street (Station 

126+00 to 128+70). 

Grade Separation 

A critical component of the project is to provide a new underpass paralleling the Red Line / CSX tracks 

beneath Burlington Avenue and a new bridge paralleling the existing CSX bridge over Georgia Avenue. 

This will create an environment that is conducive to bicycling by people of all ages and bicycling abilities. 

The underpass beneath Burlington Avenue will have a clear width of 12 feet and vertical clearance of 12 

feet. A clear width of 12 feet equates to an effective width of 8 feet, which is the minimum width of a 

shared use path. This is tight, but MCDOT has indicated that “The underpass width was maximized 

during design. The width is constrained by the SHA bridge substructure, existing underground utilities 

and the need to maintain Selim Road traffic during construction.” While not ideal, a trail width of 8 feet 

for a length of 70-feet is acceptable in a constrained environment. 

On the new Georgia Avenue trail bridge, the clear width between handrails will be 14 feet, or an 

effective width of 10 feet, since bicyclists tend to shy away from vertical objectives such as walls and 

railings by about 2 feet. While this is one foot less than the recommended minimum 11-foot-wide trail, a 

reduced trail width is reasonable for this short distance. 
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Trail Crossings 

Particular attention needs to be provided at all driveway crossings to enhance trail safety. 

Motorists will access the B&O Station parking lot through a driveway that connects the fire station/ 

Progress Place parking lot to the B&O Station parking lot, passing the trail. The mandatory referral 

submission does not appear to have fully designed this crossing, but MCDOT has indicated that 

motorists who park in the two fire station parking spaces closest to the trail will be directed by signs to 

back into the parking spaces. 

Staff’s expectation is that, to comply with the signs, some motorists (particularly those who do not 

frequently use the parking lot) would drive across the trail into the B&O station, and then back into to 

parking spaces by crossing the trail a second time. Staff is concerned with safety at this location due to 

the increased potential for conflicts when vehicles are required to back-up.  

Staff suggests improving safety at this crossing by modifying a portion of the proposed Progress Place 

parking lot, planned to be located between the Fire Station and the B&O Station, to have a one-way 

loop. Progress Place is currently under construction. The entire site will have 68 parking spaces, of which 

23 are located in the area between Progress Place, the Silver Spring Fire Station, and the B&O Station, 

and the rest are located to the north of Progress Place and the Silver Spring Fire Station. This alternative 

would preserve the five remaining parking spaces at the B&O Station, but would eliminate two of 

Progress Place’s parking spaces adjacent to the trail crossing. It would also improve the trail crossing by 

adding a raised crossing between the two parking lots. 

 
Alternative Parking Lot Configuration at Progress Place 

On Fenton Street and King Street, three driveways will intersect the Metropolitan Branch Trail, including 

two driveways for the Montgomery College parking garage and one driveway for the Extra Space 

Storage facility. 
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The proposed project has a number of features to alert both motorists and trail users to look for each 

other and slow down at these driveways. In addition, MCDOT should consider the following 

enhancements: 

 Consider using colored concrete or green thermoplastic at the driveway crossings on Fenton 
Street and King Street to convey that trail users have the right-of-way over motorists entering 
and exiting the parking garage. 

 Install signs at exits to the parking garage that warn motorists to watch for bicyclists on the 

trail. While there are existing "Stop for Pedestrians" warning signs inside the garage 

approaching the exit, bicyclists travel at a faster speed than pedestrians and motorists entering 

and exiting the garage should be warned to anticipate them. 

 
Driveways at Extra Space Storage (left) and the Montgomery College Parking Garage (right) 

Trail Lighting 

Lighting will have a major impact on how well the trail provides access to the Red Line station, future 

Purple Line station, and Downtown Silver Spring. Since the span of service for the Purple Line and Red 

Line is about 18 hours every day, adequate lighting is essential for the function, safety, and security of 

the trail. 

A plan for continuous lighting will be developed as part of final design of this project, including lighting 

on the new bridge over Georgia Avenue and in the underpass beneath Burlington Avenue. Therefore, 

provide continuous lighting along the Metropolitan Branch Trail – including the proposed Georgia 

Avenue bridge – that is consistent with the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

Officials (AASHTO) standards.  

The existing segment of the Metropolitan Branch Trail in the City of Takoma Park lacks lighting, but the 

City is seeking funding for lighting along their portion of the Metropolitan Branch Trail through a grant 

application. 
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Security 

Security on the District of Columbia portion of the Metropolitan Branch Trail has been a continuing 

issue. In particular, when the trail first opened 911 dispatchers were unable to locate distress calls on 

the trail because the trail was not addressed (e.g. 700 Main Street). Therefore, we recommend that 

MCDOT coordinate with the Department of Permitting Services Office of the Fire Marshal to 

determine how emergency responders can best locate trail users who call 911 (Marie LaBaw, 240-773-

8917). In the District of Columbia, part of the solution was to establish addresses for segments of the 

trail. The Planning Department can help to establish addresses for the trail in order to meet this 

requirement. Staff also recommends that MCDOT coordinate with the Montgomery County 

Department of Parks and the DDOT Active Transportation Branch (Jim Sebastian, 202-671-2331) to 

understand the challenges that the District of Columbia has encountered with regard to trail security. 

One way to enhance security is to make trail users more visible to other trail users and people on nearby 

public streets. On most of the Montgomery County portion of the trail, multiple access points and a high 

level of activity will increase trail user’s visibility. On the least visible section of the trail, where the trail 

passes beneath Burlington Avenue between the end of King Street and Selim Road, trail users will not be 

visible for a short distance. To address this issue, the project proposes lighting, emergency call boxes, 

and unmonitored cameras in this location. 

The table below shows the approximate distance, walk time, and bicycling time between the proposed 

trail access points. Note that the access point at Dixon Lane will be completed as a 6-foot-wide sidewalk 

as part of the redevelopment of the Ripley II. 

Travel Time between Trail Access Points 

From To Length (feet) Walk Time (min) Bike Time (min) 

End of King Street Selim Road (midblock) 450 1:50 0:50 

Selim Road (midblock) Georgia Ave & Selim Road 500 2:10 0:50 

Georgia Ave & Selim Road Georgia Ave & B&O Station 425 1:50 0:40 

Georgia Ave & B&O Station Dixon Lane Extended 650 2:40 1:10 

Dixon Lane Extended Ripley Street 425 1:50 0:40 

 Total  2,450 10:20 4:10 

Note: Assumed walking speed is 4 feet per second and bicycling speed is 10 feet per second 

Data Collection 

Collecting data is essential to building long-term support for walking and cycling, and for improving 

conditions for walking and bicycling. Several jurisdictions in the region, including Montgomery County, 

have permanent counters in place to measure walking and bicycling. In Montgomery County, the 

Department of Parks installed counters at two locations on the Capital Crescent Trail in 2014 and 2015. 

Therefore, we recommend that MCDOT install bicycle counters in at least two places on the 
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Metropolitan Branch Trail, including a location northwest of Georgia Ave where trail use is likely to be 

the highest due to the proximity to transit and Downtown Silver Spring. The counter hardware 

selected for use along the Metropolitan Branch Trail should have a high degree of accuracy, be able to 

differentiate between pedestrians and bicyclists and be integrated into a regional trail count interactive 

map (see: http://ow.ly/6wY43004qKo). Counters such as Arlington’s “Bikeometer” on the Custis Trail are 

particularly effective at highlighting trail usage by day, month, and year. 

 
“Bikeometer” on the Custis Trail 

Coordination with the District of Columbia 

The Metropolitan Branch Trail passes through three jurisdictions, therefore it should be designed, to the 

extent possible, as a seamless experience for trail users. We recommend that MCDOT coordinate with 

the District of Columbia to identify and install mile markers and include a trail wayfinding plan along 

the entire trail in Montgomery County (including existing segments) that utilizes the same signing 

http://ow.ly/6wY43004qKo
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precedent that the DDOT has implemented on the portions of the trail in the District of Columbia. 

Coordinate with DDOT Active Transportation Branch (Jim Sebastian, 202-671-2331 or Michael Alvino, 

202-671-1321). 

 

 

Mile marker and wayfinding conventions used on the District of Columbia portion of the trail 

Pavement Material 

Along Fenton Street, the trail is proposed to be constructed of concrete with longitudinal expansion 

joints down the middle of the path and transverse joints located every 5 feet. While asphalt provides a 

smoother surface, concrete is an acceptable material for shared use paths and offers many benefits over 

asphalt. When using concrete, it is important to construct and maintain a smooth riding surface. Per the 

AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (page 5-26), the transverse joints in Portland 

cement needed to control cracking should be saw cut, rather than tooled, to provide a smoother ride. 

Therefore, MCDOT should confirm that the portions of the trail that are proposed to be concrete will 

be saw cut rather than tooled, to provide a smoother ride. 

Additional Comments 

On Fenton Street: 

 The project proposes to establish a buffer by stripping out a segment of Fenton Street just south 

of King Street. Consider converting the striped-out area in the roadway to a landscaped buffer 

to provide greater separation from traffic for trail users, less impervious surface, and more 

space to accommodate street trees. 

 Montgomery County’s standard on-street parking width is 8 feet wide, but the proposed row of 

parking on Fenton Street is 9 feet wide. Reduce the parking row from 9 feet to 8 feet wide and 

widen the buffer between the trail and on-street parking by 1 foot.  

 Provide curb ramps and crosswalks across Fenton Street at the intersections with King Street 

and Islington Street to facilitate pedestrian travel. The bus stops at King Street and New York 

Avenue should be shown. 
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 Limit the height of the landscaping proposed at Station 133+00 to 2 feet to limit sight distance 

obstruction between trail users and vehicles exiting garage. 

 At the intersection of King Street and Fenton Street, improve the opposite/ corresponding 

curb ramps to tie-in to the new project 

 As currently design, it appears that pedestrians and bicyclists traveling on King Street toward 

Fenton Street will have to veer right to turn left across King Street. Provide a smooth transition 

between the trail on the south side of King Street and the crosswalk across King Street at 

Fenton Street.  

At the Burlington Avenue underpass: 

 While the proposed plans include storm drain pipes on both sides of the trail, they only show 

curb and gutter on the east side of the trail. Consider adding curb and gutter on the west side 

of the Burlington Avenue underpass to further reduce potential icing in the underpass. 

On Burlington Avenue: 

 In addition to repaving the bridge over Burlington Avenue, reconstruct the deteriorating 

sidewalks on the bridge and evaluate whether this project can facilitate implementation of 

the Silver Spring separated bike lane network on Burlington Avenue. 

On Selim Road: 

 At the proposed midblock crossing on Selim Road, consider locating the crosswalk in the 

middle of the parking space and converting the parking space to a curb extension to prevent 

motorists from parking in the crosswalk. In addition, flare the ramp to the trail for easier 

access. 

 Install a traffic-worthy barrier at the top of the retaining wall along Selim Road where the trail 

drops below grade. While MCDOT has previously indicated that a traffic worthy barrier will be 

added, it does not appear to be reflected in the mandatory referral submission. In addition, if 

the fence between the tracks and the trail is less than 2 feet from the trail, the fence should 

be a smooth surface in the event that bicyclists strike it.  

 The typical section on Selim Road is proposed to have a 16-foot-wide traffic lane and a 9-foot-

wide parking lane in order to allow trucks to enter and exit the auto shops. Consider changing 

the typical section on Selim Road to a 17-foot-wide traffic lane and an 8-foot-wide parking 

lane to encourage motorists to park close to the curb. 

 The driveway aprons proposed near Roadway Centerline Station 507+00 and Station 509+00 will 

give the sidewalk a rolling appearance. Consider depressing the sidewalk and aprons between 

Station 507+00 and 509+00 to reduce the effort needed by disabled persons to traverse the 

sidewalk. If the sidewalk is depressed for a long length, bollards should be added to deter 

vehicles from parking on the sidewalk. 

 There are small slivers of space between the path and the proposed wall at several locations 

where the pavement should be extended to the wall, including Stations 125+05 (east side), 

126+80 (west side), 128+15 (west side), and 128+25 (west side). 

 Consider providing a sidewalk connection to the path at Station 117+60.  
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At the B&O Station area: 

 Add the boundaries of the historic B&O station to the plans and label as historic. 

 Provide tree protection measures to save the 28" tree on Georgia Ave at the B&O Station. 

In the Progress Place area: 

 Show how the proposed alignment will transition to the existing segment of trail at Station 

105+08. 

And general comments: 

 The landscaping sheets have a major deciduous tree labeled “QC”. This is not in the plant list. 

 Corresponding sidewalk ramps should be shown on the opposite side of the street and 

upgraded, as needed, to achieve ADA compliance. Several ramps currently do not have 

detectable warning surfaces. 

PUBLIC HEARING 

The Montgomery County Department of Transportation conducted a public hearing on the Metropolitan 

Branch Trail on Wednesday, May 4, 2016. 

CONCLUSION 

Staff recommends approval with comments on the Mandatory Referral for the Metropolitan Branch 

Trail Phase 1 and 2 

ATTACHMENTS 

 Attachment A: 2000 Silver Spring CBD Sector Plan 

 Attachment B: Facility Plan for the Capital Crescent & Metropolitan Branch Trail 

 Attachment C: Mandatory Referral for the Metropolitan Branch Trail (May 25, 2006) 

 Attachment D: Council T&E Committee Staff Report on Metropolitan Branch Trail (June 26, 

2006) 

 Attachment E: Memo from Scott Whipple, Historic Preservation Supervisor (April 25, 2016) 
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.'-...-.~.,.. At it;"~ay 18. 2006 meeting, the Planning Board held a public hearing on the 
Metropolitan Branch Trail Phase I Facility Planning Project Prospectus. After hearing the 
planning staff recommendation for a modified Option 5 (see attached staff report) and recei ving 
oral and written testimony from more than a dozen people, (he Board unanimously recommended 
thaI Oplioll 1 be carried into Phase II Facility Planning. Option I is the SectorlMaster Plan 
alignment that provides for a new trail bridge over Georgia A venue and a new tunnel under 
Burlington A venue (MD 410). It was the construction altemati ve recommended in the MaryJ :!nd
National Capital Park and Planning Commission Facility Planning study that was approved by 
the Planning Board in early 2001 and subsequently transmitted (0 Department of Public Works 
and Transportation. 

The Board views a fully grade-separated trail as integral to and consistent with the 
County's multimillion-dollar investment to revitalize downtown Silver Spring. The alignment 
and design proposed under Option 5, and recommended by your staff, is wholly inadequate for a 
regional trail that is expected to generate nearly as many trail users as the Capital Crescent Trail 
in Bethesda after the Silver Spring Transit Center (SSTC) opens: 150-300 trail users per hour on 
weekends and 50-150 trail users on weekdays. The trail will serve as the principal non-motorized 
connection to the SSTC from Montgomery College and east Silver Spring neighborhoods. This 
0.6-mile segment of the Metropolitan Branch Trail (MBT) is also a critical link in the regional 
trail system that connects Silver Spring with Union Station in the District, and with Bethesda and 
points west via the future Georgetown Branch Trail and BiCounty Transitway. 

The Board is aware of and sensitive to the projected high cost of implementing Option ,. 
It believes that the planning staff recommendation for a modified Option 5 could save some 
money in the short term and that the alignment may be suitable as (he interim trail. However, we 
believe that il1lerim trails, panicularly those like the MBT with complex alignments and issues. 
often become facilities that last 20-years or longer. As a result, the Board strongly recommends 
that the County make the proper investment now and not delay further the implementation of the 
SectorlMaster Plan alignment. 

Montgomery County' Planning Boord. 8787 Geprgia Avenue, Silver Spring. Morylond 20910 
Pllone: (3D!) 495-4605, Fox: (3~!} 495-!320, f-moil,' '(!J)-cI1Oirmon@mncppc-mc,org, www,mncppc-mc,< 
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Arthur Holmes, Jr. 
May 25,2006 
Page 2 of 2 

Should you have any questions about the Board's decision or about planning staff 
recommendations, please call Chuck Kines in Transportation Planning at 301-495-2! 84. 

Sincerely, 

Chairman· 

DPB:CK:gw 
Enclosure 

/
cc: 	 George Leventhal, Montgomery County Council President 

Gary StIth, Director, Silver Spring Regional Service Center 
Gwen Wright, Acting Chief, Countywide Planning 
Rick Hawthorne, Chief, Transportation Planning 
Glenn Kreger, Community Based Planning 
Dan Hardy, Transportation Planning 
Charles Kines, Transportation Planning 
Larry Cole, Transportation Planning 

lu to holl1'll:S re MBT 
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY COUNCIL 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

MEMORANDUM 

June 29, 2006 

TO: 	 Arthur Holmes, Jr., Director 
Department of Public Works and Transportation 

FROM: 	 Nancy Floreen, Chair 
Transportation and Environment Committee 

SUBJECT: 	 Metropolitan Branch Trail project 

On June 26, 2006 the T &E Committee reviewed the results of Phase I facility planning 
for the Metropolitan Branch Trail project. The Committee concurs with the Planning Board's 
recommendation that Option 1 in the Project Planning Prospectus-the master-plan option
should proceed to Phase II of facility planning (see the attached May 25, 2006 letter to you from 
the Board). We recognize that the alignment of the planned trail bridge over Georgia Avenue 
may need to be altered somewhat to allow for sufficient visibility of the traffic signals at the 
Georgia Avenue/Sligo A venue intersection. 

The Committee appreciates the work the Department of Public Works and Transportation 
has completed to date on this project. We look forward to the completion of Phase II facility 
planning for the Metropolitan Branch Trail project by the winter of 2007/2008 so that we can 
consider the project for funding as part of the FY09-14 Capital Improvements Program. 

cc: 	 Councilmembers 
Derick Berlage, Chair, Montgomery County Planning Board 

STELLA B. WERNER COUNCIL OFFICE BUILDING' 100 MARYLAND AVENUE' ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850 

240/777-7900 • TTY 240/777-7914 • FAX 240/777-7989 

WWW.MONTGOMERYCOUNTYMD.GOV 

g PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 

Attachment D: T&E Committee Comments on the Metropolitan Branch Trail, June 29, 2006
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